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The complex of communications assaulting the individual each day

provides a potentially bewildering array of messages frail many sources

through many channels, both interpersonal and mass media. If the in-

dividual is to avoid being overwhelmed by this cacophony, he must some-

how organize these stimuli into broad classifications which can accom-

modate familiar and unfamiliar elements without undue effort. 1

The number and content of message categories an individual may have

will depend in part on his intellectual capacity and interests, on

relative "information costs'2 and in part on the ways we go about asking

him to describe his communication environment. Our primary concern

here is with the classifications, or dimensions, voters have for the

multitude of :)k-litical communications which invades their perceptual

world during an election campaign and the relationships between those

classifications and voting behavior. In other words, does the structure

and content of the symbolic environment which voters c:reate for them-

selves during periods of high political communication density relate to

the ways they vote? This, we believe, is a question of considerable

significance.

Nimmo3 develops briefly a theory of perceputal effects which is



offered as an alternative to attitudinally baied explanations of voting

behavior. With an admittedly sparse data base, he concludes that given

the inherent limitations of the political campaign context, campaign out-

comes can be best explained through a study of perceptions rather than

through studies of attitudes and values. Moreover, the growing evidence

in support of the agenda-setting function4 of political mass communication

supports the thesis that we need to know, much more about the relationship

between "agenda," the voter's newly acquired perceptions, and his sub-

sequent political behavior.

However, by far the greatest stimulus for this study is the consid-

erable attention which has recently been given to the growing phenomenon

known as "ticket-splitting," and the concomitant decline of political

party affiliation and socio-economic status LS predictors of voting

behavior. With the advent of the "new politics," the focus of attention

has begun to swing away from traditional predictors to the channels of

political communication, particularly the mass media.5

Part of the increased interest in ticket splitting appears to stem

from the fact that during the past 20 years there has been a dramatic

decline in the proportion of voters casting a straight party ballot.

Ogden(' and Campbell and Miller7 reported that 66 per cent of the voters

interviewed claimed to have voted a straight party ballot in 1952. By

195l the proportion had dropped to 61 per cent, and by 1968 the pro-

portion of straight ballot voters had dropped to 43 per cent.
8

The reasons

for split ticket voting traditionally have been given in terms cc social

and political variables such as cross-pressures on the voter as a
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memaer of divergent reference groups.
9 Campbell and Miller

10 consider

party identification and voter convictions about the candidate and the

issues as the primary reasons for voting a straight ballot.

In addition to these motivational variables, physical conditions of

voting, such as the long ballot and single choice ballots, can exert an

influence on the way the voter performs in the voting booth. Rey
11

points

out that in situations where the long ballot existeds it was not unusual

to find a number of offices left unmarked by the voter, particularly those

near the end of the ballot. In states where the voter eaa vote a straight

ballot with a single pencil mark or a flick of a single 'ever, straight

party voting may be encouraged, particularly among the politically unin-

formed and apathetic. However, both Key12 and Campbell and Miller13

report that regardless of whether a state permits a single mark or re-

quires multiple marking, voters with strong party identifications cast

straight ballots in about the same proportions.

As the role of party identification as an influence on candidate

choice appeared to decline in the 1960s, mass media campaign strategies

were' developed to take advantage of the presumed power and the appertent

personal nature of television. The objective of many campaigns, according

to DeVries and Tarrance14 was to encourage split ticket voting because

some candidates wished not to be closely associated with their party.

Television, they argue, is ideaily suited for the creation of individual

candidate "images" that could be considered independent from party assoc-

iations. While television may be capable of creating a specific desired

candidate image, it does not necessarily follow that the public will vote
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for that image. How much television contributed to the increased numbers

of ticket splitters and to what extent both the growth of television cam-

paigning and split ticket voting are the outcomes of other conditions is

impossible to assess. Nevertheless. campaign planners took their television

seriously.

TV brings the action directly to the viewer. It is

personal, it is completely realistic. It is direct

communication often staged and embellished for a

desired effect, but pure and basic, virtually person

to person.
15

Several factors contributed to this emphasis on television, not the

least of which may be the perce4ved importance of the medium based simply

on household penetration which LoSciuto16 has estimated to be in excess

of 96 per cent. Further support of the new politics writers and planners

high regard for television comes from survey data published by the

Television Information Office
17 reporting that increasing numbers of

Americans were claiming they obtained most of their information about

public affairs from television. In 1959, for example, 51 per cent of the

respondents named television as their principal news source. The proportion

rose steadily in each succeeding study with 62 per cent citing television

as the principal news source in 1971. As a further boost to the views of

the television oriented campaigrb-r, a majority of Americans also claim

television is the most believeb:e source; of information.
18

However, other studies fail to support the findings of the Roper

surveys. Robinson19 and Vinyard and Sige120 found print media usage to
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be much more crucial in explaining differentials in information levels than

broadcast media usage. Even more important was Robinson's 21 finding that

heavy television new viewers are less able to identify personalities in

the news than is the less regular viewer, a 'finding that appears to be a

direct contradiction of the arguments of the proponents of the new politics.

Vinyard and Sigel
22 reported that although their respondents said they

obtained more news from television than from any cther source, these viewers

appeared to place less importance on television news than on information

obtained from newspapers. Robinson23 has also reported that the perceived

bias of newspapers can account for as much ci a six per cent differential

in voting behavior.

The American Institute for Political Communication
24 has reported that

community influentials and Republicans '.end to use print media while the

general public and Democrats tend to raly on television. Clarke and

Ruggels25 and Troldahl, et al. 26 have reported a general preference for

print media for news about public affairs. Bogart27 and Rebinson28 give

data indicating that on any given week day substantially larger proportions

of the nation's adults read a daily newspaper than watch a television news-

cast. LoSciuto29 estimated that on the average day only 43 per cent of

the viewers watched a national network newscast and 50 per cent watched

a local new. program. Additionally, only eight per cent of the viewers

nationally reported they watched television to keep up with current

events while 76 per cent said they watched for entertainment, relaxation,

or to kill tLme.

There is, it seems, in the literature on the subject, much apparent

inconsistency, conceputal slippage, and theoretical poverty, partly
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because more complicated multivariate aspects of the voter's complex per-

ceptual dimensions have been neglected and partly because the empirical

relationship's between voter perceptions and his behavior have been more

often assumed than measured by authors of recent books on the art of

political campaigning.

Although studies of human informa processing" indicate the

individual's ability to attend to and discriminate among stimuli is limited

and clustering or lumping of stimuli seems necessary if the voter is to

make sense of a political campaign, neither theoretical nor empirical bases

are available for predicting the number of dimensions a voter might use

or the cognitive structure of those dimensions. Miller's31 work would sug-

gest we might anticipate between five and nine dimensions. Shaffer
32

found all communication variables clustering on a single factor; his in-

vestigation included relatively few communication variables, and his

variable set included many non-communication items. All variables in

this study are related to interpersonal or mass communication.

Conventional wisdom might lead us to expect three basic dimensions- -

mass media, campaign organizations, and primary interpersonal contacts.

In terms of our questions (see footnote, Table 1), we might find media

use, perceived media influence, information seeking, perceived media

believability, and message content dimensions. Or, in view of the media

use reported above, we might expect newspapers and magaaines to cluster

together with television and radio perceived as separate entities because

of the differential emphasis these media receive both in terms of audience

use and as campaign communication channels. Interpersonal communication
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variables, both campaign related and those of a casual interpersonal nature,

may be perceived in just those relationships--campaign and non-campaign

dimensions. In th.1.4 context we would expect five dimensions of campaign

communication--television, radio, magazines and newspapers, interpersonal

communication, and campaign organizations. For the moment, we feel, the

number and nature of the dimensions are empirical questions.

This brings us to the question of what relationships might exist be-

tween perceived dimenions of communication and voting behavior. If the

new politics proponents are correct, television should be a prime discrim-

inator among those who vote a split ballot and those who vote a straight

ballot with the split ballot voters showing the higher association with

television. This relationship is the fundamental premise of the new politics.

However, as we have shown elsewhere,33 television probably does not dis-

criminate between the simply dichotomy of straight and split ticket voters.

The larger question we address in this analysis is whether or not television

and other communication variables discriminate among self-designated

party affiliates who vote either a straight or split ballot.

As we have outlined above, differential media use is related to

differential information levels, and the print media show the highest

association with high information levels. We cannot accept the general

argument of the new politics that high television viewing will be an

indicator of ticket splitting when television viewing admittedly is used

by so few viewers for information pure4ses. If 57 per cent of the voters

cast split bat1ots in 1968 and at the same time only eight per cent of

the voters were utilizing television for current information, television
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wculd seem either to have powers to sway voter decisions even beyond those

attributed to it by the television campaign proponents or there are other

channels of information more strongly related to differential voting

behavior.

Ticket splitting has been defined in a variety of ways. Ogden34

identifies 46 different .lassifications of ticket splitters. Crmpbell and

Miller35 offer five classifications, and DeVries and Tarrance38 map 10

different patterns. None of the classifications provides a compelling

argument for its selection, and in view of the exploratory nature of our

analysis we chose the least complicated approach. For purposes of this

study, a ticket splitter is any voter who crossed party lines at least

once while voting for the candidates appearing in the top six offices on

his state's ballot.37 This classification, when combined with the traditional

party affiliation, or non-affiliation in the case of independents, provides

six groups among which we can attempt to discriminate on the bases of the

derived dimensions of political communication.38

METHOD

The data reported here are part of a larger set collected from reg-

istered voters in three Southern Illinois counties and St. Louis County,

Missouri, during the two weeks prior to the 1972 general election. Data

were collected by personal interview from 247 registered voters in the

three rural Southern Illinois counties and from 172 registered voters in

suburban St. Louis County.
39 In the analysis we were concerned with

44 variables tapping voter perceptions of (1) the amount of information

obtained from various sources, (2) believability of information from each
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source, (3) the kinds of information the respondent felt he was receiving,

(4) the perceived influence of each source, and (5) the perceived usefulness

of each source for seeking information about political questions.

Factor analysis
40

of the responses isolated the underlying dimensions

of the communication variables. To test for relationships between the

communication dimensions derived in the factor analysis and voting behavior,

multiple discriminant analysis
41

was used to determine if the factors were

related to self-reports of party affiliation and ticket splitting. The six

apriori groups in the multiple discriminant analysis were self-designated

Republicans, Democrats, and independents who voted either a straight or

split ballot. In addition, we were interested in determining if the per-

ceived communication dimensions were related to political self-designation

irrespective of voting. In this multiple discriminant model only three

criterion groups were used--self-designated Republicans, Democrats, and

independents.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall, 32 per cent of our respondents (116 voters) voted a straight

party ballot, a proportion somewhat lower than the nationwide figure of

40 per cent reported by Gallup.
42

Of the 113 self-designated independents,

85.8 per cent (97 voters) voted a split ticket compared with 52.9 per

cent of the Republicans (45 of 85 voters) and 62.9 Der cent of the Demo-

crats (105 of 167 voters). The proportion of independents voting a split

ballot is significantly larger than the proportion of either Republicans

or Democrats (p < .05), and a significantly larger proportion of Democrats

than Republicans cast a split ballot (p 4..05). Of the 16 self-designated
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independents who voted a straight ticket, eight voted Democrat and eight

voted Republican.
43 Overall, independents reported a significantly higher

(p < .01) strength of political belief than did either Republicans or

Democrats. The means on a seven-point scale wer =e 5.53, 4.82, and 4.98

respectively. There is no significant difference between Republicans and

Democrats. Straight ticket voters reported a signficantly higher (p dc .01)

strength of political belief (5.73) than did split ballot voters (4.82).

In terms of belief in the media, 52.6 per cent of the sample listed

television as the most believable medium. Newspapers were second with

25.2 per cent. Other people were listed as most believable by 8.8 per

cent, magazines by 8.2 per cent, and radio by 5.2 per cent of the respon-

dents. In addition, 62.7 per cent of the respondents listed television

as the medium from which they obtained most of their information about

the campaign. Newspapers were listed as the first source by 22.7 per cent

followed by radio, other people, and magazines with 5.2, 4.9 and 4.4 per

cent respectively. Thus, twice as may people said they would believe

television as would believe newspapers, and nearly three times as many

said they obtained most of their campaign information from television as

compared with the newspaper. These questions were of the Roper type, and

the findings are consistent with those reported by the Roper surveys.

However, we did not permit multiple responses to the questions, as does

Roper, and these data are not included in the set of variables factor

analyzed. Thus it would appear that our respondents exhibit much the

same media use and belief patterns reported by Roper for national samples,

and should we find television not related to voting behavior we car hardly
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attribute that finding to differences between our respondents' reported

belief and use of media and that of national samples.

Factor Analysis

The factor analysis isolated seven dimensions of campaign communication

in the set of 44 variables (see Table 1). Total variance accounted for

was 43.75 per cent (87.68 per cent of common factor variance); the pro-

portions of variance accounted for by each of the principal axis factors

and the eigenvalues are given in Table I. The seven factors indicate

that voters make clear distinctions among the different sources of political

information and not only separate campaign from non-campaign sources

and print from broadcasting, but they discriminate among various character-

istics of campaign sources and information.

Factor 1, Television.--All television variables clustered in Factor 1.

The voters appear not to differentiate among the content of the medium- -

advertising and neuo-,01. to distinguish between television as a medium of

communication and the content of the channel. Believability appears to be

more medium-relatee for television than for the other mass media. The

believability variable for television was the lowest loading variable in

the factor (.371), but it was also factorially complex with a nearly equal

loading (.338) on Factor 7, a Media Believability factor. There are no

significant correlations between Factor 1 and other factors. The cor-

relations between factors are given in Table 2.

Factor 2, Campaign influence.--Campaign sources related to perceived

influence and helpfulness of these sources in political information seeking

appear in this factor. This is one of two dimensions that separate campaign
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related sources from all other communication considerations. Respondents

appear to be differentiating those sources of information that are under

the control of the candidate or his campaign organization from mass media

sources and more casual interpersonal communication sources. The only

campaign related influence variable not appearing in Factor 2 was "candidate"

which appears in Factor 4 and had negligible IcadIngs (absolute value of

.216 or less) on all factors. The only factor with which the Campaign

Influence factor has a significant correlation is Factor 4 (r = .34;

p ( .05).

Factor 3, Print Media.--All print media variables except for the

believability items appear in this dimension. No distinctions are made

between newspapers and magazines or between news magazines and the more

generalized term "nagazine." None of the variables is factorially complex,

indicating that the respondents clearly differentiate between printed mass

media and other communication channels and between the channels and the

content since content variables fall in Factor 4. The Print Media factor

is negatively correlated with Factor 4 (r = -.47; p< .001), with which

?actor 2 is positively correlated. but Print Media is uncorrela ted with

the Campaign Influence factor, Factor 2.

Factor 4, Campaign Information.--Variables concerned with types of

campaign information--candidates and issues--and the amount of information

obtained from predominantly campaign controlled sources cluster in Factor 4.

The factor is not as clearly interpretable as are the other factors, but

as is the case with the Campaign Influence factor, the emphasis is on those

variables that are at least partially under the control of the candidates

or their organizations.
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While mass media as channels do not appear in this factor, media

content such as editorials, political advertising, and news reporters

do. It would seem that the voters view these media items as dependent

upon the campaign organization for the information they present. While

this is obviously the case with paid advertising, it is interesting to

find voters locating editorials and news reporters in the same dimension

as obviously campaign controlled information variables such as advertising.

News reporters have a low secondary loading (.274) on the Television

factor, and editorials have a secondary loading of .231 oa the Print Media

factor. However, these secondary loadings are too small to be of con-

sequence. Two believability items, political mailings and campaign

telephone calls, are included in this factor, but both variables have

substantial secondary loadings on the Campaign Influence factor and low

loadings on the Believability factor.

Factor 5, Interpersonal.--The Interpersonal dimension excludes all

campaign related individuals such as candidates and campaign workers as

well as all mass media sources, channels, and content. Of primary concern

is the perceived influence of apparently non-purposive sources--friends,

relatives, spouse. The only information seeking variable in the Inter-

personal factor is the perceived helpfulness of friends when one is

seeking political information. The Interpersonal factor has no significant

correlations with other factors.

Factor 6, Radio.--All radio variables except believability of radio

information appear in this cluster. Respondents appear not to differ-

entiate between radio as a medium and the content of the medium--news and

advertising--as was the case with Television and Print Media. There is
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a significant positive correlation between the Radio factor and Factor 7,

Media Believability (r = .53; p.c.001).

Factor 7 Believability.- -The Believability factor contains all

variables about the believability of radio, magazines, and newspapers.

Television, as noted above, has its second highest loading on the Believ-

ability factor, but the loading is low. Also pointing to the clear con-

sideration by the respondents of the differential believability of sources

and media is the finding that the believability of two campaign controlled

variables, campaign literature and telephone calls, fell in Factor 4 and

the believability of "people you talked to" fell in the Interpersonal

factor. Believability, or credibility, may be a far more complex concept

than current research suggests, and possibly the unidimensional ordering of

sources and media along some arbitrary continuum, as is the case in the

Roper surveys, is more misleading than it is useful. Aside from the pos-

itive significant correlation with the Radio factor, the Believability

factor has no significant relationships with other dimensions.

Overall then, our respondents appear to perceive clear distinctions

among the media as well as other channels of political communication.

They do not seem to make distinctions between some media and media content,

nor do they always distinguish between advertising and news. They do

make a clear distinctions between media believability and the medium and

its content with the exception of television. The factor structure

presents a clear cognitive organization of the 44 communication variables

in seven dimensions.
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Multiple Discriminant Analysis

The multiple discriminant analysis was designed to attempt to differ-

entiate among the six criterion voter groups on the bases of each reapon-vc,
dent's association with each of the dimensions derived in the factoi analysis.

For each individual a factor score (z-score) was computed on each factor

showing that individual's association with the factor. The a-scores were

the predictor variables.

Overall differentiation among the six part, preference-vote groups

by the seven factors was significant Calks Lambda = 0.857; F = 1.58,

p 4.025). Five roots extracted 100 per cent of the variance, but only

the first root was significant (chi square = 35.71, p L .001), and it

accouated for 65.6 per cent of the variance.

There was no significant differentiation among the three self-designated

political groups--Republicans, Democrats, independents--when reported voting

behavior was not taken into account. Hence, it would appear that party

preference is not particularly meaningful in terms of perceptions of cam-

paign communication sources and information.

Two factors clearly differentiated among the voter groups. The Print

Media factor discriminated (F = 5.31; p < .001) between the independent

ticket splitters who had the highest mean factor score (.27) and the

independent straight ticket voters who had the lowest mean factor score

(-.41). The Believability factor differentiated between Republican split

ticket voters and independent straight ticket voters (F = 2.68; p < .05).

The Republicans had a mean factor score of .37 while the independent

straight ticket voters had a score of -.40 on the Believability factor.
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The only other factor to approach significance (.054 p 4..10) was the

Radio factor. As was the case with the Believability factor, the highest

criterion group mean was for Republicans who voted a split ticket (.23)

while the lowest was for independents who voted a straight ticket (-.34).

Group means on each factor and F-ratios for the univariate analyses of

variance are given in Table 3.

The "near miss" with the radio factor seems important since it folLow

the general pattern indicating that communication variables that discrim-

inate among voter groups are media that currently are accorded little

importLnce by the advocates of the new politics. Among the Print media

variables, magazines appear to be the most important as they consistently

have the highest loadings on the Print factor. The Believability factor

consisted of print and radio variables and was correlated with the Radio

factor.

°he striking consistency runs through these findings. In all cases

where the factors differentiated among voting groups, the self-designated

independent who voted a straight ballot shows the strongest negative

relationship to the communication variables. While we have too few cases

for an extensive post hoc analysis, the raw data show that in response

to the Roper type questions, none of these 16 independents listed magazines

as either the primary source of information or the most believable source.

Further, only one independent straight ticket voter listed the newspaper

as the primary source of political information while an average of 23 per

cent of all other groups listed the newspaper.

The only other group in which no respondent listed magazines as a
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primary source of political information was the Republican straight ticket

voter; yet 20 per cent of this group listed the newspaper as the most

believable source. The independent straight ticket voter appears to rely

on interpersonal communication for political information to a greater

extent than do other groups. Nearly 19 per cent of the :straight ticket

independents compared with 3.3 per cent of the other groups said they

obtained most of their information from people they talked to. And nearly

twice as many Republicans and independent straight ticket voters, 12 per

cent, as Democrats and independent ticket splitters, 6.9 per cent, said

they would be most likely to believe other people over media sources if

they were faced with conflicting reports about a campaign event. These

outcomes suggest that the independent straight ticket voter may be apolitical

and not very well informed. It is possible, of course, that these 16

respondents, 10 from Southern Illinois and six from St. Louis County,

are party adherents who simply refused to acknowledge their party affil-

iation at the time of the interview. Inspection of the group means in

Table 3 also shows:

1. All straight ticket voting groups have negative scores on all

mass media dimensions.

2. All straight ticket voting groups have negative scores on the

Believability dimension.

3. Republican ticket splitters have positive scores on all dimensions.

4. Independent straight ticket voters have negative scores on

all dimensions.

5. The average score for the three split ticket groups is three

times as large for Print (.18) and twice as large for Radio

(.13) as it is for Television (.06).
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6. The average score for the three straight ticket groups is less

negative for television (-.14) than for Print (-.37) and

Radio (-.24).

If television were a major consideration in the voting behavior of

the split ticket voter, the outcomes in 5. and 6. above should be reversed

and split ticket voters should have the highest association with television.

Overall, our findings provide no support for the arguments that

television is the crucial communication channel in trying to induce

ticket splitting. Although over half of our respondents reported they

obtained most of their political information from television and nearly

two- thirds said television was the most believable medium, other com-

munication variables show stronger relationships to ticket splitting, and

among the straight ticket voters television was the least rejected of

the seven communication dimensions. Our findings are consistent with

those of Robinson, Vinyard and Sigel and others who have reported the

highest relationships exist between political participation and print

media usage. While people may Au they get most of their political

campaign information from television and they may ay. television is the

most believable, they may receive, but not readily recognize vastly

greater amounts of information and influence about political campaigns

from other sources.
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TABLE 1

Oblimax Simple Structure Matrix: N = 365

Variable
b

Factor Loadinga

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. People you talked to 004 -034 -093 114 497 101 046

2. Television 465 -078 -174 351 -039 -019 062

3. Newspapers 080 -102 383 184 -076 -094 002

4. Magazines -184 -025 490 098 -032 U29 043

5. Political mailings -138 335 -059 495 -199 008 060

6. Radio -157 -060 -158 144 -015 662 450

7. Telephone messages -097 209 -122 203 -005 094 031

8. Paid political advertisements 129 251 -180 524 -080 018 004

9. Editorials -052 138 231 347 -093 -054 -039

10. News reporters 274 -019 -033 358 -001 -053 038

It. Candidates 124 151 -017 365 -009 -032 057

12. Candidates' personal lives -132 -030 065 155 162 060 -005

13. Campaign issues 107 -041 -001 289 024 058 -032

14. Candidates' personal character -076 -045 024 280 018 067 -051

15. Candidates' political background -069 -087 100 288 057 080 021

16. People you talked to 027 -028 -157 067 513 -039 149

17. Television 371 -122 -007 203 084 -010 338

18. Newspapers 056 -112 311 154 039 031 383

19. Magazines -085 -035 359 182 011 056 433

20. Political mailings -048 456 -133 556 -046 -045 260

21. Radio -014 -081 034 134 060 425 642

(continued on next page)



Table 1 (continued)

Variable
b

Factor Loadinga

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22. Telephone campaign messages -119 314 -144 353 060 -037 289

23. Friends 044 -017 032 -190 572 061 -072

24. Relatives -002 066 006 -098 560 -047 020

25. Newspaper; 112 017 556 -070 040 016 -023

26. News magazines -065 -003 709 -139 071 009 007

27. Radio news 017 -063 040 001 -009 709 403

28. Television news 680 -054 079 039 097 041 -032

29. Campaign workers -024 470 125 064 146 027 -132

30. Political campaign literature 061 621 037 273 012 -039 -196

31. Candidates themselves 112 203 182 216 008 029 -033

32. Television campaign advertising 554 303 -113 146 -004 065 -159

33. Radio campaign advertising 164 236 -102 038 -068 588 146

34. Public officials -042 452 186 080 073 092 -076

35. Husband/wife 064 063 102 -034 131 025 038

36. Friends 048 084 072 -206 5'.1 -140 003

37. Relatives 018 160 -048 -077 569 -122 119

38. Newspaper 177 122 606 -137 -067 016 047

39. Radio news 164 100 209 -132 -087 577 313

40. News magazines -010 158 624 -047 -117 086 120

41. Television news 633 063 092 -004 -011 062 054

42. Political campaign literature 075 641 032 306 -063 001 -043

(continued on next page)



Table 1 (continued)

Variable
b

Factor Loadings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

43. Public officials -050 509 129 104 117 081 049

44. Campaign workers -032 535 036 128 143 030 012

Variance .1696 .0807 .0437 .0424 .0367 .0358 .0287

Eigenvalues 7.461 3.553 1.921 1.864 1.614 1.575 1.261

a Decimal points omitted for all factAr loadings.

b Questions for the five sets of response variables were:

1-11: Generally, how much information do you feel you have been getting

about the candidates and issues from each of these sources of

information? (a great deal, quite a bit, hard to say, very little,

none)

12-15: Generally, how much information do you feel you have been getting

about each of the following: (a great deal, quite a bit, hard to say,

very little, none)

16-22: Tell me how believable the information you are getting is from each

of these sources. (very believable, somewhat believable, hard to say,

slightly believable, not at all believable)

23-35: Generally, how much do you think your opinions about the candidates

and the issues have been influenced this year by each of these

sources of information? (a lot, quite a bit, hard to say, not very

much, not at all)

(continued on next page)
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Table l (continued)

36-44: If you were going to vote tomorrow and wanted some more information

about the candidates and issues, how helpful do you think each of

these sources of information would be? (very helpful, some help,

hard to say, not very helpful, not at all helpful)
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TABLE 2

Correlations Between Factorsa

Factor

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Television 1.

Campaign Influence 2.

Print Media 3.

Campaign Information 4.

Interpersonal 5.

Radio 6.

Believability 7.

1.0 -17

1.0

-03

04

1.0

-10

34
b

-47
b

1.0

-07

-29

-01

-29

1.0

-15

-09

-19

-09

-14

1.0

-25

-21

-22

16

13

53
b

1.0

a Decimals omitted for off-diagonal elements.

b p 4.05



TABLE 3

Group Means for Univariate ANOVAs

Factor

Straight Ticket Split Ticket

Rep. Dem. Ind. Rep. Dem. Ind.

Television -.07 -.10 -.24 .12 .10 -.04 0.76

Campaign .04 .07 -.06 .14 -.08 -.03 0.43
Influence

Print Media -.32 -.37 -.41 .22 .06 .27 5.21
a

Campaign -.06 .09 -.02 .18 -.09 -.01 0.60
Information

Interpersonal -.17 .08 -.10 .16 -.08 -.12 0.96

Radio -.14 -.25 -.34 .23 .06 .09 1.98

Believability -.24 -.14 -.40 .37 -.00 .09 2.65

a p < .001

b p < .05


